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Abstract
The research has shown that process-oriented programming languages provide a suitable means for developing concurrent systems.
However, in the development of a concurrent system, there is a challenge to manage consistency between design and implemen-
tation. To deal with such a challenge, we propose a new formal veriﬁcation methodology and illustrate it by a running example.
In this methodology, a concurrent system is designed using a process algebra, namely communicating sequential processes, and
implemented in a process-oriented programming language, namely Erasmus. The consistency between the design and the imple-
mentation of such a concurrent system is veriﬁed formally using category theory.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
A concurrent system usually involves several interactive processes communicating simultaneously, which may lead
to the exhibition of a large number of diﬀerent behaviors in such a system. Incorporating knowledge and experience
to manage design and implementation of concurrent systems is considered a serious challenge 1. Adding formality
to the system development process has a great beneﬁt of reducing, or even preventing, the introduction of errors in
the design and the implementation of a concurrent system.2. However, formal veriﬁcation of a concurrent program
against its design imposes its own challenges, including the cost for learning various mathematical notations and
techniques. The goal of this paper is to provide a categorical basis for verifying implementation against design in a
concurrent system developed in Erasmus, a process-oriented programming language. The objectives of the research
are threefold: (1) to formalize the design of a concurrent system using Communicating Sequential Processes(CSP)3,4,
and analyze traces of events from the design, (2) to implement the concurrent system using Erasmus, and analyze
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traces of events from abstraction of implementation, and (3) to verify implementation against design using category
theory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background on the process-oriented pro-
gramming language Erasmus and the category theory, and discusses the related work. In Section 3 introduces the
methodology for verifying the implementation in Erasmus against the design in CSP. The methodology is illustrated
on a running example. Section 4 concludes the paper and suggests directions for future research work.
2. Background and Related Work
2.1. Process-Oriented Programming Languages
Process-oriented programming languages are likely to be the next programming paradigm5. Many process-oriented
programming languages are based on process algebra CSP and π-Calculus. Process-oriented programming is based on
processes that communicate by passing messages through channels rather than objects invoking one another’s methods
in object-oriented programming1,6. Process-oriented programming satisﬁes several requirements: safe concurrency,
scalability, evolvability, and weak coupling between components1.
To support process-oriented programming, several languages and libraries are designed, like Erasmus7,occam-π8
and JCSP for Java9. Though JCSP provides processes and channels for computation and passing messages, it is
still a library added to object-oriented programming language Java. occam-π programs are constructed as process
networks with processes as nodes and channels as edges for passing message. A channel is typed to specify the kinds
of messages that can be passed through itself, while a protocol is deﬁned to specify a sequence of messages that can be
passed through a channel. Besides, in occam-π, a lower-level process network can be abstracted as a node in a higher-
level process network, which conforms to the software engineering principle: separation of concerns. Compared with
occam-π, Erasmus has similar features, but it provides more by including a notion port. A port that is of the type of
a protocol works as an interface of a process to connect to a channel. A process can have several ports. Each port of
a process speciﬁes the types and the sequences of messages the process and receive or send through a channel. With
the notion of port, it helps to specify and analyze passing messages between processes and channels. In this research,
Erasmus is chosen to implement concurrent systems.
2.2. Category Theory
As category theory is helpful towards discovering and verifying connections in diﬀerent areas with preserving
structures in those areas10,11, it has been proposed as a conceptual framework to formalize reﬁnement from design to
implementation across languages of various kinds 12,13. However, for the analysis of implementation of concurrent
systems by process-oriented languages, not much research has been done yet with category theory. To explore this
research area, a veriﬁcation approach based on category theory and data ﬂow analysis is proposed to check whether
some properties of concurrent systems in the design are preserved in the implementation14. As an extension and a
continual work, this paper keeps working on veriﬁcation between design and implementation of concurrent systems
by process-oriented languages.
To understand the content of this paper, some of the categorical constructs are listed below:
• A category consists of objects and morphisms. A morphism f : A→ B has object A as its domain and object B
as its codomain, respectively. If there are morphisms f : A → B and g : B→ C, then there is also a morphism
g ◦ f : A → C called their composition. Composition is associative: (h ◦ g) ◦ f = h ◦ (g ◦ f ). Every object X
has an identity morphism IdX . For every morphism f : A→ B, IdB ◦ f = f = f ◦ IdA.
• A functor F : C → D maps each object of category C onto a corresponding object of category D, and maps
each morphism of category C onto a corresponding morphism of category D, with preserving structure and
composition.
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3. Methodology
The proposed methodology for verifying implementation against design in concurrent systems consists of the
following steps:
1. Designing: (a) Model the conceptual design of each process and the concurrent system by CSP. (b) Generate and
analyze the traces of events from each process and the concurrent system.
2. Implementing: (a) Implement each process and the concurrent system by Erasmus. (b) Abstract implementation
to focus on events from processes and the concurrent system. (c) Generate and analyze the traces of events based
on the abstraction of implementation.
3. Verifying: (a) Construct categories based on the traces of events from design. (b) Construct categories based on
the traces of events from implementation. (c) Construct functors to verify implementation against design.
This methodology is illustrated in a running example.
3.1. An Overview of the Example
In this example, there are three processes Student, TeachingAssistant and Professor. They collaborate as a concur-
rent system to deal with questions and answers as the following steps:
1. Student asks TeachingAssistant a question. Student has to wait for the answer before asking another question.
2. If TeachingAssistant can answer the question, the answer will be given to Student. Otherwise, TeachingAssistant
will forward the question to Professor.
3. Once Professor received the question, it will give the answer to TeachingAssistant, and then TeachingAssistant
will forward the answer to Student.
4. steps 1,2,3 can repeat indeﬁnitely.
In the requirements, there are two scenarios. One is that the TeachingAssistant can answer the question, the other is
that Professor helps TeachingAssistant to answer the question.
3.2. Step 1: Designing
The aim of this step is to design and analyze the processes and the concurrent system by CSP based on the textual
description of the system requirements.
3.2.1. Step1.a: Model the Conceptual Design
As CSP can model and specify processes in concurrent system, for this example, the design of the above described
system is speciﬁed as follows:
Stud = s.q→ t.a→ Stud, Prof = t.q→ p.a→ Prof ,
TA = ((s.q→ t.a→ TA)  (s.q→ t.q→ TA)) (p.a→ t.a→ TA).
In this design, event s.q indicates the question asked by Student to TeachingAssistant; event t.a represents the answer
given by TeachingAssistant to Student; event t.q stands for the question forwarded by TeachingAssistant to Professor;
event p.a describes the answer given by Professor to TeachingAssistant; → denotes the “occurs before” relation
between events;  means the nondeterministic choices made by the process itself; and  stands for the deterministic
choices based on the event from the environment.
3.2.2. Step1.b: Generate and Analyze the Traces
To understand the behaviors of a concurrent system, traces are used for analysis in CSP. A trace of events represents
a sequential record of the behavior of a process. A process behaves in diﬀerent ways leading to diﬀerent traces of
events.
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For the abovementioned example, all possible traces of each process Student,TeachingAssistant, and Professor can
be generated, analyzed and represented from the CSP speciﬁcation of the design as follows:
traces(Stud) ={〈〉, 〈s.q〉} ∪ {〈s.q, t.a〉t | t ∈ traces(Stud)}, traces(Prof ) = {〈〉, 〈t.q〉} ∪ {〈t.q, p.a〉t | t ∈ traces(Prof )},
traces(TA) ={{〈〉, 〈s.q〉} ∪ {〈s.q, t.a〉t | t ∈ traces(TA)}} ∪ {{〈〉, 〈s.q〉} ∪ {〈s.q, t.q〉t | t ∈ traces(TA)}}
∪ {{〈〉, 〈p.a〉} ∪ {〈p.a, t.a〉t | t ∈ traces(TA)}}.
In this listing of traces, the function traces() stands for generating a set of all possible traces; t in t ∈ traces(P) is
one of the traces of process P; 〈event1, · · · , eventn〉 indicates the a speciﬁc trace of events;  concatenates two traces
into one; and {traces1} ∪ {traces2} denotes the process may behave as either {traces1} or {traces2}.
When processes Student, TeachingAssistant, and Professor work in parallel as a system, CSP operator “‖” models
communication between processes. According to CSP, if there is a communication between two processes, there must
be an event that occurs in both processes simultaneously. The set of all possible traces of the system can be generated,
analyzed and represented from the CSP speciﬁcation of the design as follows:
traces(Stud ‖ TA ‖ Prof ) ={〈〉, 〈s.q〉} ∪ {〈s.q, t.a〉t | t ∈ traces(Stud ‖ TA ‖ Prof )}
∪ {〈〉, 〈s.q〉, 〈s.q, t.q〉, 〈s.q, t.q, p.a〉} ∪ {〈s.q, t.q, p.a, t.a〉t | t ∈ traces(Stud ‖ TA ‖ Prof )}
According to the generated traces of events of processes running in parallel, the system should behave as either
TeachingAssistant answers the question from Student directly, or TeachingAssistant asks help from Professor to an-
swer Student.
3.3. Step2: Implementing
The aim of this step is to implement the processes and the concurrent system by Erasmus based on the design, and
analyze the behaviors of the systems based on traces of events generated from abstraction of implementation.
Prot = protocol { question | answer } //accept question or answer
Student= process -s:Prot, +t:Prot {
loop {
s.question; //ask the question via port s
t.answer; //receive the answer via port t
} }
TeachingAssistant = process +s:Prot, -t:Prot, +p:Prot, -t’:Prot {
loop
select{ //deterministic choices depend on the environment
||s.question; //receive the question from Student via port s
case{ //nondeterministic choices made by the process
|canAnswer| then t.answer; //send the answer to Student via port t
|| t’.question; } //ask the question to Professor via port t’
||p.answer; //receive the answer from Professor via port p
t.answer; //send the answer to Student via port t
} }
Professor = process +t’:Prot, -p:Prot {
loop{
t’.question; //receive the question from TeachingAssistant via port t’
p.answer; //send the answer to TeachingAssistant via port p
} }
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System = cell{ //encapsulate processes
SQuestion, TAnswer, T’Question, PAnswer: Prot; // channels to connect ports
Student(SQuestion,TAnswer);
TeachingAssistant(SQuestion,TAnswer,PAnswer,T’Question);
Professor(T’Question,PAnswer);
}
In this implementation, there are two scenarios: TeachingAssistant answering the question from Student, and
TeachingAssistant resorting to help from Professor to answer the question from Student. To communicate with each
other, two processes need to build a channel between their ports. For example, process Student can ask a question
through port s, then the question passes through the channel SQuestion, and the question is received on port s by
process TeachingAssistant.
3.3.1. Step2.b: Abstract the Implementation
Since the interest in this paper is in analyzing the behaviors of the system based on traces of events, an abstraction
is created for extracting the code pertaining to generate traces of events. The abstraction of implementation contains
loops, deterministic choices, nondeterministic choices, sending and receiving messages through ports.
The abstraction of the Erasmus implementation is provided as follows:
Stud = loop {Stud.s.q; Stud.t.a},
TA = loop select {(TA.s.q; case {TA.t.a | TA.t′.q}) | (TA.p.a; TA.t.a)},
Prof = loop {Prof .t′.q;Prof .p.a}.
where loop represents recursion; select together with | represent deterministic choices; case together with | represent
nondeterministic choices; the notation PROCESS.port.message(for example TA.s.q) represents message(question) that
occurs in PROCESS(TA) through port(s); and the symbol “;” is the delimiter to indicate the “occurs before” relation
between messages.
3.3.2. Step2.c: Generate and Analyze the Traces
Although the syntax of Erasmus is diﬀerent from CSP, the semantics of Erasmus is analogous to CSP. Some
notations that model traces of events in CSP can be also used to model traces of events in Erasmus with preserving
the same syntax and semantics, which includes , ∪, 〈〉,  and . Like CSP, traces in Erasmus does not distinguish 
from  in terms of traces of events occurred.
To generate and analyze the traces of processes, the function traces() in Erasmus are deﬁned as follows:
traces(P.pt.m) = {〈〉, 〈P.pt.m〉},
traces(P.pt.m1;P.pt.m2) = {〈〉, 〈P.pt.m1〉, 〈P.pt.m1,P.pt.m2〉},
traces(loop{P.pt.m}) = {〈〉} ∪ {〈P.pt.m〉t | t ∈ traces(loop{P.pt.m})},
traces(case {P.pt.m1 | · · · | P.pt.mn}) = traces(P.pt.m1) ∪ · · · ∪ traces(P.pt.mn),
traces(select {P.pt.m1 | · · · | P.pt.mn}) = traces(P.pt.m1) ∪ · · · ∪ traces(P.pt.mn).
For each process in the abstract implementation, the traces of events are generated and analyzed as follows:
traces(Stud) = traces(loop {Stud.s.q; Stud.t.a})
={〈〉, 〈Stud.s.q〉} ∪ {〈Stud.s.q, Stud.t.a〉t | t ∈ traces(Stud)},
traces(TA) = traces(loop select {(TA.s.q; case {TA.t.a | TA.t′.q}) | (TA.p.a; TA.t.a)})
= traces(loop{(TA.s.q; (TA.t.a  TA.t′.q))(TA.p.a; TA.t.a)})
={{〈〉, 〈TA.s.q〉} ∪ {〈TA.s.q, TA.t.a〉t | t ∈ traces(TA)}}
∪ {{〈〉, 〈TA.s.q〉} ∪ {〈TA.s.q, TA.t′.q〉t | t ∈ traces(TA)}}
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∪ {{〈〉, 〈TA.p.a〉} ∪ {〈TA.p.a, TA.t.a〉t | t ∈ traces(TA)}},
traces(Prof ) = traces(loop {Prof .t′.q;Prof .p.a})
={〈〉, 〈Prof .t′.q〉} ∪ {〈Prof .t′.q,Prof .p.a〉t | t ∈ traces(Prof )}.
In the implementation, when one process communicates with another process, an event occurs as a pair such as
(PROCESS1.port1.message, PROCESS2.port2.message) during one communication. This pair indicates PROCESS1
sends a message through port1, and PROCESS2 receives the message through port2. In the above implementation
of the example, ports with the same name in diﬀerent processes are connected by a channel. For example, (S-
tud.s.q,TA.s.q) is an event, which indicates Stud sends a question through its port s, TA receives the question through
its port s, and ports are connected by the channel SQuestion according to the implementation.
To generate and analyze the traces of concurrent systems in the implementation, the function traces() together with
the symbol ‖ are deﬁned as follows:
1. Given a process P with port pt1 and a process Q with port pt2, pt1 and pt2 are connected to a channel ch. P has
a trace p, and Q has a trace q. The head of p and q are events p0 and q0 respectively, and the tail of p and q are
traces p′ and q′ respectively. When p and q run in parallel,
traces(P ‖ Q) ={〈〉} ∪ {〈(P.pt1.m1,Q.pt2.m2)〉t | P.pt1.m1 = q0,Q.pt2.m2 = p0,
pt1 connected to ch, pt2 connected to ch,m1 = m2, t ∈ p′ ‖ q′}
2. Given processes P1, · · ·, Pn, when they run in parallel as a system,
traces(P‖· · · ‖Q) = traces(P)‖· · · ‖traces(Q)
For each of the two scenarios for the system in the implementation, the traces of events are generated and analyzed
as follows:
Scenario 1: TeachingAssistant answers the question
traces(Stud‖TA‖Prof ) ={〈〉, 〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q)〉}
∪ {〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q), (TA.t.a, Stud.t.a)〉s | s ∈ traces(Stud)‖traces(TA)‖traces(Prof )}
Scenario 2: Professor helps TeachingAssistant to answer the question
traces(Stud‖TA‖Prof ) =
{〈〉, 〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q)〉, 〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q), (TA.t′.q,Prof .t′.q)〉, 〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q), (TA.t′.q,Prof .t′.q), (Prof .p.a, TA.p.a)〉}
∪ {〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q), (TA.t′.q,Prof .t′.q), (Prof .p.a, TA.p.a)(TA.t.a, Stud.t.a)〉s | s ∈ traces(Stud)‖traces(TA)‖traces(Prof )}
3.4. Step3: Verifying
The aim of this step is to verify consistency between design and implementation by constructing categories and
functors. In this research, consistency between the design and the implementation is deﬁned as follows:
Given a sequence of traces of events in the design representing the progress of the system,DSeq : 〈〉 → 〈devent1〉 →
· · · → 〈devent1, . . . , deventn〉, and a sequence of traces of events in the implementation representing the progress of
the system, ISeq : 〈〉 → 〈ievent1〉 → · · · → 〈ievent1, . . . , ieventn〉. If there exist a mapping from ISeq to DSeq
with structure preserved between traces of events, ISeq is consistent with DSeq. If all sequences in the design have
corresponding mapping sequences in the implementation, the implementation of the system is consistent with the
design of the system.
3.4.1. Step3.a: Construct the Category of Traces of Events from the Design
A category named DEvents captures the designed behaviors of the system based on traces of events extracted from
the design in section 3.2. In DEvents, each object represents a trace of events of the system designed; each morphism
models the preﬁx relationship between traces denoted by  to indicate the progress of the system; and each identity
represents the preﬁx of a trace to itself.
Fig. 1, illustrates part of DEvents category with the ﬁrst few traces of unbounded sequences.
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<> <s.q>
Category:DEvents
<s.q,t.a>
ع ع ع
ع ع
<s.q,t.q>
ع
ع <s.q,t.q,p.a>
ع
<s.q,t.q,p.a,t.a>
ع
عع
Fig. 1. Category of Traces from the Design
3.4.2. Step3.b: Construct the Category of Traces of Events from the Implementation
A category named IEvents captures the implemented behaviors of the system based on traces of events extracted
from the abstraction in section 3.3. In IEvents, each object represents a trace of events of the system implemented;
each morphism models the preﬁx relationship between traces denoted by to indicate the progress of the system; and
each identity represents the preﬁx of a trace to itself.
Fig. 2, illustrates part of IEvents category with the ﬁrst few traces of unbounded sequences.
<> <(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q)>
Category:IEvents
<(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q),
(TA.t.a, Stud.t.a)>
ع
ع
ع
ع ع
<(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q),
(TA.t’.q,Prof.t’.q)>
ع
ع
<(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q),
(TA.t’.q,Prof.t’.p),
(Prof.p.a,TA.p.a)>
ع
<(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q),
(TA.t’.q,Prof.t’.p),
(Prof.p.a,TA.p.a),
(TA.t.a,Stud.t.a)>
ع
ع ع
Fig. 2. Category of Traces from the Implementation
3.4.3. Step3.c: Construct the Functor for Veriﬁcation
To verify the implementation against the design, the construction of a functor can be used. If there exists a functor
that maps the category of the traces from implementation to the category of the traces from design, the implementation
is consistent with the design. Otherwise, the implementation is inconsistent with the design.
Based on the analysis of categories DEvents and IEvents, the consistency between the design and the implemen-
tation is veriﬁed by constructing a functor IToD: IEvents→ DEvents. This functor maps objects and morphisms of
IEvents to the corresponding objects and morphisms of DEvents as follows:
• an object oi of IEvents maps to an object od of DEvents, when the trace in oi matches the trace in od. For
example, 〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q)〉 in IEvents represents an event that Student sends a question to TeachingAssis-
tant, and 〈s.q〉 in DEvents represents an event that Student sends a question to TeachingAssistant. Thus,
〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q)〉 matches 〈s.question〉.
• a morphism mi : oi1 −→ oi2 of IEvents maps to a morphism md : od1 −→ od2 of DEvents, when oi1
and oi2 match od1 and od2 respectively, and  from oi1 to oi2 matches  from od1 to od2. For example,
〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q)〉 −→ 〈(Stud.s.q, TA.s.q), (TA.t.a, Stud.t.a)〉 maps to 〈s.q〉 −→ 〈s.q, t.a〉.
• identities mapping and compositions of morphisms mapping are preserved.
Fig. 3, shows that IToD: IEvents→ DEvents is a functor.
A successful construction of the functor IToD indicates that the implementation and the design are consistent.
4. Conclusion and Future Work
Veriﬁcation based on category theory is a formal means for better understanding and analyzing implementation
against design in concurrent systems developed by process-oriented languages such as Erasmus. In this paper, a
methodology for categorically verifying consistency between design and implementation is presented.
This methodology is based on CSP, category theory and abstraction of implementation, and is illustrated by a
running system with processes Student, TeachingAssistant and Professor executing in parallel. In doing so, the design
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<> <s.q>
Category:DEvents
<s.q,t.a>
ع
ع
ع
ع
ع
<s.q,t.q>
ع
ع
<s.q,t.q,p.a>
ع
<s.q,t.q,p.a,t.a>
ع
عع
<> <(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q)>
Category:IEvents
<(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q),
(TA.t.a, Stud.t.a)>
ع
ع
ع
ع ع
<(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q),
(TA.t’.q,Prof.t’.q)>
ع
ع
<(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q),
(TA.t’.q,Prof.t’.p),
(Prof.p.a,TA.p.a)>
ع
<(Stud.s.q,TA.s.q),
(TA.t’.q,Prof.t’.p),
(Prof.p.a,TA.p.a),
(TA.t.a,Stud.t.a)>
ع
ع ع
Fig. 3. Functor IToD
of the system is modeled and analyzed by CSP, the implementation of the system is created by Erasmus, traces of
events of the implementation are analyzed based on abstraction, categories of traces of events from the design and
implementation are created, and, by constructing a functor, the consistency between the design and the implementation
is veriﬁed.
The work presented in this paper is preliminary, but provides a number of avenues of research interest. For example,
it would be of interest to analyze more complex examples that can scale up to realistic concurrent systems. It would
also be useful to explore the application of other categorical structures for veriﬁcation.
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